of various classes of multimedia cross-layer design scheme, the ation layer, an service for various classes of multimedia traffic. Instead of using only a si cross-layer design , Furthermore, in order to of the system, (SSD) scheme is also use of the SSD HM in the cross-layer design system resulted in significant gains when -SSD, standard HM system. It is shown that the cross-layer design system with SSD HM has a 10dB gain over the nonerror rate target of 10 -4 .
INTRODUCTION
future-generation as voice, video and data. Previously these classes of efficiency increases, so does the need to transmit these various classes of traffic simultaneously in mixed traffic transmission frames [1] . One of the methods considered recently for the simultaneous transmission of various service is hierarchical modulation [2] . In HM, a single -(UEP), which conventional modulation schemes cannot achieve. [14-1 -stream -streams. In summary, none of the schemes listed here considers a system tha Section 3 first configuration the FEC coding a SSD HM scheme. Section 4 which is then verified using simulation results. Section 5 3. SYSTEM MODEL The architecture for the two layer UEP CLD mechanism is shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1 HM and RS CLD system model.
The multimedia traffic is HP and LP a system has two configurations. In the first configuration, the data from the RS encoder is modulated modulation (HQAM), while in the second a SSD HQAM mechanism is used. The modulated signal is then -m fading channel.
At the receiver, the (generalized) received signal is given where is the transmitted signal, the additive white Gaussian noise which is modeled as a zerois the singleis the fading fading is modeled as the -m (1) where is and is the average cular traffic data frames. In the next with SSD, are overviewed.
Hierarchical Modulation
The system in HQAM stream In ( is the QAM modulation order) are arranged as follows.
e of the -assigned - Figure 
Figure 3 SSD Procedure.
, which have the RS . and --HQAM signal and 9]
( 2) was derived in [9 of the , as shown in (3), is a function of the and via the . . (10) and B2) and (B3).
The BER
where In order 0) and (11) for standard, unrotated HQAM with those derived in [16] , namely (8) and (9). m used is 2. I seen from the curves in Figure 5 that there is a close derived in [16] . Thus (10) and (11) are used for determ for the standard and the rotated HQAM systems in the following section. 
RS coded HQAM without SSD
layer UEP CLD system with RS and standard HQAM is shown in Figure 7 
In this set hierarchical m used for -8 is 2. As the curves stream is much lower throughout the entire SNR range. -stream is increased from 1 to 2, thus is changed from 13 to 11 while . -stream
nation of the RS coding to the already n mechanisms. 
RS coded HQAM with SSD
The effect of HQAM modulation and shows that there are significant mately 7 dB at BER target of 10 -3 ) as a m fading Figure 9 BER of the UEP modulation layer of the CLD -
The FER CLD system standard HQAM was demonstrated . In this Figures 10 and 11 show the FER curves for the CLD system, with and without the SSD mechanism . In each case to and m value is 1 and 2 for the HM SSD scheme to the CLD system results in gains throughout the SNR range
curves in Figure 10 (which is for m )
CLD system with SSD HQAM QAM hysical layer, and this gain is achieved SSD HQAM system reduces as the -4 for --m ) shows that the gain of the SSD HQAM system over the standard HQAM conversely, the two layer UEP CLD system with SSD HQAM than the standard HQAM system ing channel conditions. 6. CONCLUSION for a two layer UEP CLD system using RS coding UEP for the transmission of multimedia traffic in a single frame . Furthermore, the inclusion of the SSD HQAM gains as it was shown that for a FER target of 10 -4 m channel, the HM SSD system had a 10dB gain over the standard HM system. The results also showed that these gains were reduced when the channel conditions conclusion that the SSD HQA the standard HQA ing channel x w various lity; the level of hierarchy using HQAM, to design an energy cross-layer design system for the transmission of multimedia traffic over fading channels. 
where is the floor function, , , and 
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, were extended to -m fading channels in [16 (10) and (11) ar -m fading channels with the modification to the function shown in (13), where is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). (A4) where -geometric function, is the gamma function. 
B. PEP expressions for the Nearest Neighbourhood Approach

